
Low floor Civitas 23
M2 minibus for passenger transport



The Civitas 23 is a M2 approved vehicle and can accomodate up to 23 passengers. 
With its unique design the Civitas is spacious and lightweight for fuel saving. Thanks 
to LED lightning, yellow grap handles and wide metro doors, boarding is extremely 
easy and fast. 

Civitas 23
Designed for public transport

With its high windows, low floor, large capacity and fully 
equipped driver’s cabin, the Civitas is the unparalleled, 
multi-faceted solution for small-scale passenger trans-
port. The Civitas 23 is extremely versatile and espe-
cially designed for public transport. It accomodates 23 
passengers and offers 10 seats and 1 wheelchair place. 

Versatile in use Accessibility 
With its integrated or electical ramp, lowered floor 
and wide entrance, all passenger are warmly invited 
for a comfortable ride. The double subway-style 
metro doors have heated window panes and an 
emergency control. Thanks to a slope of 6 degrees at 
a bus platform wheelchair passengers can board fast, 
safe and independantly. The wide metro doors provide 
ample space for passengers with big luggage. 

Tribus products are developed with the aid of the 
latest computer technology by highly qualified engi-
neers, creative designers and passionate customers. 
We developed a low floor chassis to create multi-
functional area that is ideal for use as standing room 
or for wheelchairs. The construction is made of 
lightweight materials for fuel saving. 

Lightweight

Thanks to its compact dimensions of length 6,96m and 
width 1,99m, the Civitas 23 feels at home anywhere. A 
perfect solution for urban areas and Airport shuttle ser-
vice. The Civitas is available for M2 passenger transport 
and has a European Type Approval. The Civitas 23 is 
based on a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter L4H2. Tribus is an 
official Van-partner by Mercedes-Benz and factory 
warranty is retained. 

Compact dimensions
In the passengers area are 6 stop buttons, long light 
tracks on the ceiling and a compact cooling and 
heating system available. The driver can operate the 
metro doors, air-conditioning and a route display 
from his drivers cabin. The Civitas 23 is equipped 
with a payment table, smartcard preparations and a 
compartment for external hardware. 

Integrated drivers cabin
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS CIVITAS

Number of passengers Up to 23* passengers

Number of seats 10

Wheelchair space 1 

Legroom Between 900 and 1010mm

CAPACITY

Length 6960 mm

Width 1990 mm

Height 2650 mm

Wheel base 4320 mm

Front overhang 1020 mm

Rear overhang 1620 mm

ACCESSIBILITY

Passenger entry
Double subway-style metro doors. Door width 1200 mm. 
Integrated handrails.

Passenger entry height Street level 270 mm -  bus platform 90 mm

Wheelchair ramp Length 82 cm x width 88 cm. Slope at bus platform 60 

(integrated or electrical)

FEATURES

Panoramic windows 9 m2 unobstructed view

Route display Digital LED matrix

Stop buttons 6 stop buttons in passengers area

Assistance buttons LITYF 1 assistance button for wheelchair passenger (in- and external)

Airconditioning Compact cooling and heating system in het passengers area

Integrated drivers cabin** Payment table, smartcard preparations, compartment for external hardware.

* Based on a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter 5,5 t. GVW the maximum capacity is up to 29 passengers.
** Full control of all facilities in the passengers area.


